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The McCloud HPC service being built by Australia's DownUnder GeoSolutions
(DUG) outside Houston is set to become the largest oil and gas cloud in the
world this year, providing 250 single-precision petaflops for DUG's geoscience
services business and its expanding HPC-as-a-service client roster. Located
on a 20-acre datacenter campus in Katy, Texas, the liquid-cooled
infrastructure will comprise the largest installation of Intel Knights Landing
(KNL) nodes in the world.
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Oil and Gas Supercloud Clears Out Remaining
Knights Landing Inventory: All 38,000 Wafers
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By Tiffany Trader

If you'd like to follow suit with your own KNL cluster and you don't have the
hardware already, you're out of luck because not only has the product been
discontinued (you knew this), but DUG has cleared out all the remaining
inventory, snagging 38,000 wafers. We hear DUG similarly took care of Intel's
leftover Knights Corner inventory back in 2014 (and those cards are still going
strong processing DUG's workloads).
At the very well-attended Rice Oil & Gas conference in Houston last week, we
spoke with Phil Schwan, CTO for DUG, who also delivered a presentation at
the event. We chatted about DUG's success with Phi, their passion for
immersion cooling, and some of the interesting decisions that went into the
new facility, like the choice to run at 240 volts, as well as McCloud's custom
network design.
DUG started off in oil services, in quantitative interpretation, before getting into
processing and imaging, which has been the company's bread and butter for
over a decade, but Schwan emphasized DUG is first and foremost an HPC
company. "That's been our real focus in how we set ourselves apart-we have
terrific geoscientists, but they are empowered to such a large degree by the
hardware and the software," he shared.
DUG currently enjoys
somewhere in the
neighborhood of 50
aggregate (single
precision) petaflops
spread across the world
(the company has
processing centers in
Perth, London, Kuala
Lumpur, and Houston) but
"Bruce," DUG's Perth cluster, comprised of KNL
it is continually hitting its
nodes, totaling 20 single-precision petaflops.
head on this ceiling. At
The "Bubba" tanks currently being installed at
the Skybox Datacenters
the Houston Skybox facility will look similar to
campus, located in Katy,
these. Photo provided by DUG.
Texas, eight miles east of
the company's U.S.
headquarters in Houston,
DUG will not only be adding to its internal resources for its geoscience
services business, it will be priming the pump (significantly so) for its HPC as
a Service business that it unveiled at SEG last year.
"Up until now it's been a purely service business-processing, imaging, FWI,
and so on, but as soon as Skybox opens in early Q2, we'll have a lot more
cycles to sell to third parties - and we have a few of those clients already beta
testing the service both in Australia and here in the Americas."
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f) University of Edinburgh to Host £79m ARCHER2
Supercomputer
f) Excelero Awarded Another Patent for Heightened NVMe
Storage Efficiency
March 12, 2019

f) Global Fab Spending to See 2019 Decline, New Highs in
2020
f) 4th IEEE International Conference on Rebooting
Computing Issues Call for Papers
f) Slovak Government Provides Capital Infusion of $17
Million to Tachyum
f) Helping Keep Astronauts Safe with Advanced Simulations,
Visualizations
f) The Altair Partner Alliance Expands Offering to Include a
Design-to-Cost Approach for Composite Part Design
f) Mellanox Introduces NVMe SNAP Technology to Simplify
Composable Storage
March 11, 2019

f) Key Industry Players Converge to Advance Compute
Express Link (CXL), a New High-Speed CPU Interconnect
f) Purpose-Built Liquid Cooling Quick Disconnect Couplings
Enter the HPC Market

I asked Schwan if he thinks other American datacenters should be following
suit and where the tipping point is to gain an advantage by switching to 240
volt. "I think that most people doing HPC at the scale of the oil and gas
industry are big enough to benefit from it," he said. "But I think there are bigger
wins even before that. Like immersion, I don't know how anybody doing HPC
at scale doesn't see something like our immersion solution and not have it
become a personal religion. The savings are just so compelling, the
economics are just overwhelming."

Outside the Box
Schwan also had some
.
•
interesting things to report
l
.
on DUG's other hardware
choices for its Skybox
deployment, noting that
while they've always done
standard 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, they went a
Diagram of 2RU chassis with Mellanox
different direction with this
networking schema
new facility, working closely
with Mellanox. "We had
everybody in the universe
wanting to make a bid for that network and some very interesting proposals
came out - but at the end of the day, the Mellanox solution really was a very
outside of the box solution and provided some amazing advantages," he said.
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The technology, created exclusively for DUG, allows four servers to use a
single 50 Gb/s network connection, with each node able to burst to over 30
Gb/s. The design relies on Mellanox's SN2700 32 port 100 Gb/s Ethernet
switches.
In each four-node chassis, DUG deployed a multi host network adapter with a
NIC in node number one and the three other boards are connected by PCle.
Schwan said this delivered a slew of benefits. The most obvious is since they
only had one external connection coming into every chassis that resulted in a
quarter as many cables, a savings of -30,000 cables. They were also able to
get 200 nodes on a single switch, which reduced by about half the total
number of switches in the entire room.
"But it also gives us some things that we weren't really expecting," Schwan
said, ''for example the standard networks we operate, they are all 10 Gigabit
Ethernet and every node stands on its own so they can peak at 10 Gb/s. This
one is a single 50 Gb/s connection coming into the node and any node on its
own can burst at 30 Gb/s - and of course can do 12.5 Gb/s each, but
especially within this four-node chassis, we have very low latency and
extremely high bandwidth, which we take advantage of in applications.
"The other thing worth emphasizing is none of that bridging in the master node
goes through the OS it's all handled by the card, so it's not adding any extra
load to that master node. The master node doesn't even have to be on; as
long as its plugged into the chassis it gets the power that it needs to power
that master node and do the bridging. We haven't created any new single
points of failure in that chassis by having this single NIC."
With all of these combined efficiencies, DUG's datacenter achieves a power
usage effectiveness (PUE) under 1.05.

We're Number One?
We've previously reported that despite being on the bleeding edge of industrial
compute capacity, DUG does not have Top500 aspirations. That has not
changed. "Our application demands are nothing like what the Top500
demands and there is virtually no value for me in putting in an astronomically
low latency interconnect, which is what I would need to do to do Top500
effectively on that number of processors," said Schwan.

